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i nineteenth century ggravee markers in a cemetery by mekhzavod village which is
near samara in southern russia locals and latter day saint missionaries have tradiFIG

tionally
naily called markers with this peaked roof design mormon crosses despite the fact
that the church was not officially established in russia until over one hundred years
rials all photographs courtesy of the authors
after these bu
burials
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their origins and relationship to the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints
eric A eliason and gary browning

the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints established its first mission in russia the missionaries there almost immediately
began hearing and passing on stories from native russians about long
established mormon communities already there 1 whole tribes of
cormons
siberians
native Sibe
rians call themselves mormons
Mor mons many people in villages around
cormons but will deny it if you ask them my
orenburg and samara are mormons
grandfather was a mormon but he died long ago are paraphrases of the
more common story types
these rumors intrigued missionaries and latter day saint scholars
alike since the limited missionary resources of the early church and the
effectiveness of both tsarist and communist opposition to foreign misaries kept latter day saints from establishing an official presence in
sion
sionaries
gorbachov
Gorba chev s reforms in the late 198os
russia until gorbachev
i98os there is no known historical evidence that the church had any converts in russia before 1989
except for one pre soviet era family that left the country nevertheless for
over a decade many latter day saint missionaries and members scholars
and various russians have assumed a historical link of some sort between
mormons
these reported indigenous russian cormons
Mor mons and the newly arrived church
of jesus christ of latter day saints some sort of link seemed plausible
cormons
since locals explained that besides sharing a name the russian mormons
Mormons
also often did not smoke or drink had strong family values held secret
worship services and may have once practiced something like polygamy
of the book ofmor
odmor
ofthe
of morthe rumors even alluded to secretly transcribed copies odthe
mon circulating in russia for decades based on such parallels some
cormons
Mormons to
latter day saint missionaries tried to reintroduce the local mormons
the official church but had difficulty finding them at times they seemed
cormons
ephemeral it seemed most stories of lost mormons
Mormons in russia would be
best understood simply as new additions to a vibrant body of latter day
saint missionary folklore about independent mormon groups in remote
areas 2 such folklore arises despite the churchs
churche great care to go through
the front door and obey local laws for example eager young missionaries
occasionally circulate rumors about secret church organizational efforts in

in

1990 when
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countries such as the soviet union in the ipos and 19803 and china in the
3
199os
1990s that are closed to missionaries
cormons
Mormons cannot
however the whole body of stories about russian mormons
be readily dismissed as enthusiastic but spurious rumor the existence of
mormons
cormons
Mormons in various places in russia long before 1990 is attested to in the
works of early twentieth century russian religious studies scholars such as
S V bulgakov and timofei ivanovich butkevich 4 in the 1950s
195os russian
mormons
cormons
II this
Mormons came to the attention of john noble after world war 11
tuka a soviet
vortuka
american who was accused of spying served time in Vor
labor camp incarcerating many religious criminals near the arctic circle
noble wrote
assisting the mennonite bishop in the stockroom was another elderly man
cormons in soviet russia and its satellite countries are a
a mormon the mormons
very small group they are also relentlessly persecuted due to the fact that the
belief in the book of mormon originated in the united states
and that
the international headquarters of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints is located in salt lake city utah
there were only a handful of
mormons in our compound but on their days off they would always meet for
cormons
meditation and prayer 5

cormons
noble suggests that the mormons
Mormons he came in contact with were the same
people who bear this nickname in the united states however bulgakov
mormons
and butkevich both claim that some of russia s pre 1990 cormons
Mor
mons
notably those around samara had nothing to do historically with the
utah headquartered church of jesus christ of latter day saints but got
the nickname mormon only because they practiced something akin to
polygamy the dated and sketchy reports of bulgakov butkevich and
noble leave a host of questions unanswered about why the term mormon
was and still is being used in russia to refer to various people who are not
members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and who may
or may not practice a related form of religion
odthe
of the church s missionaries no con
apart from the informal reports ofthe
mormons
Mor mons in
temporary research has focused on non latter day saint cormons
russia today As with many smaller religious groups it was not clear if or
mormons
how well russia s cormons
Mor mons had survived the soviet era if living representatives
senta tives of these groups could be contacted and interviewed perhaps a
tangled knot of puzzling historical questions about the origins and current
mormons could begin to be unraveled the results
status of russian cormons
could provide insight into the issues of survival and representation that
many marginalized religious movements have faced

latter

day saint missionary reports

in late 1998 and early 1999 detailed firsthand accounts from returning latter day saint missionaries who had actually spoken with russian
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mormons
cormons began to surface tania rands lyon now a sociology doctoral
candidate at princeton compiled a wide ranging report identifying barnaul
Barnaul
barnaal
omsk orenburg and samara as likely places where contemporary russian
amsk
mormons
cormons
Mormons might live she recounts a conversation she had in 1998 with a
woman in samara babushka nadia who tacitly admitted to being mormorc
morf but denied knowing anything about joseph smith or the book of
mon
mormon the woman balked at lyons
lyon s request to attend a service explaining they were as sacred and as off limits to outsiders as latter day saint
temple ceremonies 6
james scott now a brigham young university undergraduate served
in the mission office of sheridan T gashler the russia samara mission
gashlers
president from 1998 to 2001 at president Gash
lers request elder scott
chroni cling latter day saint missionary
wrote a careful detailed report chronicling
mons neighborhoods
mormon
encounters with russians who pointed out Mor
and in at least one oft repeated case mentioned having seen a very old
mormons
mormon locals claimed cormons
hand transcribed copy odthe
ofthe
of the book of ofmormon
Mor mons
had long lived in their area did not drink or smoke and wor
worshipped
shipped
mormons
cormons
of such talk of ofmormons
secretly elder scott identified three separate areas ofsuch
Mormons
in and around samara the ninth Micro
microregion
region in samara itself the village
of
ofmekhzavod
mekhzavod or nineteenth kilometer near samara city limits and the
novka about one hundred kilometers away A cemetery
village of bogdanovska
Bogda
bogdanovka
near mekhzavod displayed many examples of an unusual cross with a
peaked roof see fig i p 6 from the locals the latter day saint mission0177
117
aries had learned to call these mormon crosses 317
of the area presidency president gashler assigned
ofthe
with the permission odthe
novka village in spring
elders justin cooper and brent van every to bogdanovska
Bogda
bogdanovka
mormons
Mormons proved elusive and other villagers unreceptive to the
1998 the cormons
missionaries message president gashler withdrew the missionaries imme
diately after seemingly hostile men in a car almost ran them down 8
president gashler has played a major role in every attempt to documormons
Mormons the
ment and disseminate information about pre perestroika cormons
authors research would not have been possible without his pioneering
work enthusiasm and generous hospitality following the leads provided
by lyon and scott we were able to spend the summer of 2000 in russia
working in archives interviewing russian scholars of religion and doing
mormons
fieldwork in areas where indigenous cormons
Mormons were said to be

cormons
Mor mons
origins of the russian mormons
latter day saints and american scholars of russian religion encountercormons
Mormons have generally assumed them to
ing reports ofpre
offre 1990 russian mormons
be latter day saints who operated secretly and separately from the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints during the decades of communism 9
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there are several reasons to believe that underground communities of
latter day saints theoretically could have survived for many decades
despite orthodox efforts to restrict religious diversity and soviet efforts to
eliminate all religion limited religious practice did exist within russia
religious people became adept at secrecy keeping their faith communities
alive under harsh conditions we heard inspiring personal stories from
als baptists and seventh day adventists who had
kans pentecostals
Molo
molokans
Pentecost
survived just as precarious an existence as latter day saints would have
had to endure outside russia latter day saint communities are known to
have continued during long periods of isolation and separation from the
official church for example from 1852 to 1892 in french polynesia 10 from
1862 to 1888 in samoa 11 and from 1924 to 1945 in japan 12 doctrinal deviachurch often characterized such
tion and reluctance to rejoin the mother churcl
cases it would be remarkable if long isolated russian latter day saints if
indeed they existed did not show similar patterns
the re emergence of pre perestroika saints would not be the first case
in world history where religious groups have surfaced after long periods of
secrecy in fact the whole spectrum of russian religious belief could be said
to be emerging from just such a context in japan after over 250 years of
living underground the kafure
kirishitan
itan hidden christians around
kakure Kirish
nagasaki reemerged in 1865 much to the surprise of japanese authorities
and returning christian missionaries alike 13 some of these communities
re incorporated into their mother churches others continue independent
today with buddhist christian syncretic traditions in such situations
habits of secrecy continue despite the disappearance of oppression
sometimes as mere tradition sometimes as a prudent precaution and sometimes as an integral part of the religion itself it is also noteworthy that a
sacred text called the beginning of heaven and earth made up of bible
kakure
stories and local religious lore circulated clandestinely among the kafure
Kirish
itan much like the book of mormon is said to circulate among
kirishitan
mormons
indigenous russian cormons
Mormons 14
however recent developments in the scholarly study of crypto jews
re
of
provide a useful caution to anyone who might hope for the reemergence
emergence
mormons
Mor mons from the time of their forced conversion or expulsion from
lost cormons
the hispanic world in 1492 to the present jews who have secretly held onto
vestiges of their religion crypto jews have allegedly been re emerging in
Nu elander
nuelander
latin america spain and portugal recently folklorist judith nielander
has pointed out serious problems in the methodology used to identify purHi spanos of
iong established hispanos
ported jewish cultural traces among the long
northern new mexico 15 for example four sided spinning tops among
the Hispanos
hispanos have long been regarded as evidence of jewish origins even
though many nearby non jewish cultures also use them also while
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ashkenazi jews used dr eidels they are unknown among the sephardic jews
from whom crypto jew hispanos
Hi spanos are supposed to have descended 16 nue
landers evidence suggests hispano jewishness has a stronger basis in the
romantic imagination of ofashkenazi
ashkenazi travelers to new mexico than it does in
Southw ests actual history and culture neulander warns that overeager
the southwests
interpretations of artifacts words and practices within a limited frame of
reference often cause interpreters to overlook more plausible accountings
for what seem to be emergent
re
reemergent cultural continuities the propensity to
find what one is seeking regardless of what is actually there clearly
dearly distinguishes the imaginative traveler from the academic ethnographer not only
in terms of ofmethod
motivations to discover 17
method but in terms of ofmotivations
despite these cautions one conclusion is clear based on russian
scholarship as well as nobles scotts and lyons reports russians in a few
mormons
specific areas were calling particular neighbors cormons
Mormons for many years
before the 1990 arrival of latter day saint missionaries but this practice
does not answer the question of origins four possibilities seem likely to
explain the use of mormon in russia these possibilities are not mutually
exclusive and in an extremely large country with a history of limiting the
free flow of people and information several possibilities could operate
simultaneously overlapping with each other we have found no conclusive
disproof of any of these possibilities but the last one is supported by russian
scholars and our fieldwork it is unique in its ability to account for virtually
mormons
Mormons in russia
every reported case of
pre 1990 cormons
ofpre
offre
1 missionaries tsarist russia had strict laws against non russian
orthodox proselytizing that would have greatly complicated church missionary efforts such as that anticipated but not undertaken by orson
hyde and george G adams who were appointed as missionaries to russia
by joseph smith in 1843 18 laws relaxed enough before the 1917 revolution
to allow the johan and alma lindelof family ethnic swedes from the
russian empires grand duchy of finland who moved to st petersburg
to meet with a latter day saint missionary sent from sweden at their
request the lindelof parents were baptized in the neva river in 1895 19 by
1905 at least two lindelof children and another finnish woman in
st petersburg had joined the church As far as is known the surviving lin
delofs
delffs all eventually fled russia some of them after serving time in labor
elofs made an undocumented return to ruslindelofs
camps 20 perhaps some Lind
lindeloff
sia maybe some of this wealthy family s friends or domestic help experienced unrecorded conversions and stayed in russia as an underground seed
332
112
211
mormons
Mor mons 132
that became today s russian cormons
despite these possibilities
latter day saint missionaries never established or maintained a continuous
official presence in russia until 1990
2 migration another possibility is that converts from other places
immigrated into areas that became part of the soviet union for example
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the 1915 16 exodus of 300000 armenians
Armen ians from turkey to the russian
22
controlled caucasus22
may have included latter day saint converts from
Caucasus
the 1880 1909 mission to armenians
Armen ians in turkey and syria 23 haifa
halfa dozen
officially organized church units now operate in the former soviet
republic of armenia it is unknown whether any of these congregations
include latter day saint participants in the armenian exodus or their
descendants24
descendants24 many of the early armenian converts immigrated to utah
before the fall of communism east germany had several thousand
25
poland2
polando
and
latter day saints much smaller groups also existed in poland25
Poland
czechoslovakia some czech members even found a creative and modestly
successful way to share their faith through yoga classes 26 conceivably the
influence of these east bloc latter day saints might have extended into
russia itself since at least one russian soldier joined the church in east
germany in heady 1989 perhaps others were converted earlier 27 however
none of these situations seems very likely to have planted seeds capable of
germination in russia and there is no known evidence that they did
3 materials in countries where the church is not established small
ofinformation such as a pamphlet or a book of mormon
ofmormon can arouse
scraps of information
much curiosity and go a long way in influencing people often church literature even anti mormon literature has spread to even the most isolated
places and has produced converts without the aid of official missionaries 28
in the hands of extraordinary individuals it can lead even in difficult
circumstances to many conversions the sicilian protestant seminary
student vincenzo di francesca found a discarded coverless book of mor21
mon and believed it while isolated for decades from church members 29
with only scant access to latter day saint printed materials many leaders
of indigenous mormon churches in west africa from the 1950s to the
1970s baptized hundreds resulting in several thriving congregations without priesthood authority or direction from salt lake city 30 such occurrences suggest there could have been a handful of russian converts to some
aspect of mormonism between 1830
1800 and 1990 especially since the suppression of religion in russia often increased curiosity about it however
whether or not any current mormon 7 groups can trace an origin tributary
to such events is still entirely speculative
butkevichs
hs assertion that the mor
Butkevic
4 misnomer bulgakov s and butkevicus
mons near samara are a group unrelated to latter day saints could
mormons
Rus
explain more than just this case of russian cormons
sias
dussias
Mormons 31 perhaps russias
various mormon groups despite a number of seemingly uncanny similari
larities
ties are scarcely related to each other let alone to the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints perhaps the multiple applications of a term
borrowed from english rather than the expansion of a religious movement
Rus
slas many mormon groups As our research
sias
were behind reports of russias
dussias
provided more and more evidence for these possibilities our efforts shifted
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from trying to find long lost latter day saint cousins to seeking to explain
how the term mormon came to be applied to disparate groups in several
places in russia the history of russian religious dissent and the history of
latter day saint stereotypes in russian popular culture proved to be the
crucial context out of ofwhich
which the application ofthe
odthe
of the term mormon to multiple
russian groups would grow

religious dissent in russian history
in 988 klevan prince vladimir accepted orthodox christianity on
rus from that time orthodoxy has stood beside secubehalfofthe
behalf
of the ancient rusy
lar leaders as a companion pillar of power yet in the seventeenth century
russia saw the emergence of watershed religious changes in the i65os
1650s
patriarch nikon began enacting liturgical reforms designed to bring the
russian orthodox church in line with what he considered to be the more
authentic ritual of the greek church 32 those who opposed these reforms
were called old believers since they regarded the reforms to be heretical
31
believerdom
dom ranged from those who
innovations 33
the spectrum of old Believer
retained icons priests and a hierarchy much like russian orthodoxy to
those who rejected them in favor of more immediate forms of religiosity 34
fearful ofthe
odthe
of the official church and its supporting state old believers became
secretive among many congregations today visitors are still not allowed at
services despite severe persecution in the past old believers remain the
second largest christian group in russia having millions of adherents 35
the religious ferment of the seventeenth century often emerging
from monastic discussions but also from fervent peasants produced
inter penetrated each other
interpenetrates
many groups and ideas that influenced and interpenetrated
one early and particularly energetic group was the believers in christ
Flagellants
khristovovery popularly known as khlysty36 in english flagellants
later many other reformist or restorationist groups such as the
molokans and skoptsi37 arose in opposition to the elaborate
dukhobors Molokans
russian orthodox rites and beliefs these groups generally lessened or
rejected orthodox practices such as praying before icons crossing oneself
ritualistically emphasizing the cross as the emblem of ones faith using a
formulaic liturgy in difficult to understand old church slavonic believing in the miraculous powers of holy relics venerating saints and worshiping the mother of god mary as humanitys
human itys intercessor before christ
jetti soned church sacraments
russian religious dissenters often simplified or jettisoned
ordinances and traditions such as baptism the eucharist marriage and
funeral ceremonies and fast days as well as the churchs
churche multilayered
multi layered hierical structure for example the Molo
arch
archical
kans milk drinkers rejected the
molokans
efficacy of the rites and fast days of the orthodox church and drank milk
on days when it was forbidden
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for many russian religious dissenters the bible in the hands of the
believer or direct communication from the holy spirit became the principal source of guidance leaders no longer needed to be highly trained graduates of theological seminaries but were chosen of god from among the
more simple folk common to many of these groups was greater emphasis
on inner worship scripture reading individual and congregational prayer
from ones heart group singing family moral purity and belief in the
rapidly approaching end of the physical world abstinence from alcoholic
drinks from tobacco and frequently from meat especially pork was
common even more mainstream old believers have often promoted temperance and antismoking and have at times refused to drink tea 38 not
infrequently lay prophets within these groups claimed revelations from the
ceded the bible or formed new scriptural
superceded
of which superseded
spirit the content ofwhich
super
text to be read in conjunction with it 39
while rejection of ordinances hierarchy and the physical world is not
part of latter day saint doctrine most of the rest of this thumbnail sketch
is composed of ideas with which a latter day saints spirit might resonate
given the widely diverse forms of russian religious dissent one can readily
comprehend how some of these forms may seem from certain angles
uncannily similar to latter day saint religiosity however these practices
and ideas arose independently in the context of russian religious history and
not as a historical consequence of latter day saints proselytizing in russia 40

images of ofamerican
american latter day saints in russia

along with certain currents of russian religious history the shifting
image of latter day saints in russian popular culture helped lead to
cormons
Mormons by the mid nineteenth
non latter day saint people being called mormons
century transatlantic print culture was well enough established that educated russians would have been exposed to the popular depictions of the
day reports appeared of religions from abroad including the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints which in russia was nearly always called
the mormon church As early as the late i84os
1840s the plight of latter day
saints expelled from their city of Nauvoo and the westering mormon pioneers attracted considerable interest in the russian press 41 especially
sensational were accounts of the suffering and death of those crossing
the plains and caught in blizzards some reporters conflated the story of the
snowbound latter day saint willie and martin pioneer handcart companies
with that of the donner party and erroneously reported latter day saint
41
cannibalism 42
in addition rumors of secret polygamy and lurid tales of
sexual licentiousness in the salt lake temple titillated
titillater the russian imagimormons
nation more significantly newspaper and magazine articles about cormons
188os when the united states
isyos
were especially common in the 1870s
isbos and i88os
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government and citizenry most forcefully opposed plural marriage and
latter day saint political autonomy 43
further arthur conan doyle s 1887 short novel about polygamy A study
belomy
belomu appeared in a russian translation at the beginin scarlet Krasno
epo belomu
krasnoepo
ning of the twentieth century russian readers were captivated by the
demonizing
demon izing portrayal of a despotic brigham young requiring through
threat of danite murder an upright widower who opposed plural marriage to give his beautiful adopted daughter to a polygamist 4 4 A study in
scarlet featuring for the first time sherlock holmes and dr watson was
far more popular in russia than in america and has remained so to the
present A russian rock band called dr watson has enjoyed some success and a film based on the novel is still occasionally shown on russian
television when one asks an educated russian what he or she knows about
mormons
the cormons
Mormons two frequent answers are polygamy and A study in scarlet 45
in russia as elsewhere polygamy forms an ongoing central feature of
the mormon stereotype however other more positive elements have
come to figure prominently in more recent years these features include a
strong work ethic abstinence from alcohol and tobacco strict discipline
and unswerving obedience to a strong leader a reputation for building
close knit mutually supportive communities and a common goal of creating a materially abundant heaven on earth this perceived uniqueness
has spawned articles and TV documentaries on the blossoming
bloss oming of utahs
desert into a somewhat overstated paradise of wealth and comfort 46
along with the stereotypical images mentioned above another contemporary use of the term mormon shows a basic unfamiliarity with the
american religious landscape As elsewhere in europe the russian subtitles of popular american movies such as harrison ford s witness and
quaide kingpin which depict stereotypes of german american
randy quaids
pietism translate amish and mennonite as mormon in these cases mormon seems to be used broadly and clumsily to refer to an old fashioned
and peculiar american religion
A history of loose usage of the term mormon coupled with evolving
media images of latter day saints has provided a variety of stereotypical
motifs that appear in the various meanings of the term mormon as it is
used today in russia russians have found a useful resource in mormon as
an epithet with which to brand local groups that show features similar to
stereotypes of latter day saints

how indigenous russian religious groups
came to be called mormons
cormons
Mor
mons
ofstereotypical images from america coupled
the successful importation of stereotypical

with a history of indigenous religious groups with seeming similarities to
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american latter day saints has created an environment charged with the
possibility of russians applying the term mormon to particular fellow
countrymen even though they are not latter day saints but this possibility
provides no evidence of how such connections were first made written
sources are few but two religious studies scholars at orenburg state univladimirovich
rovich kovalenko and iakov Vladimi
rovich riabis
versity viktor Vladimi
vladimirovich
riabi
novich independently provide the following explanation 47 especially in
the 188os
i88os and espos
ispos some russian orthodox priests were much concerned
189os
about the persistence and spread of what they deemed abominable sects
such as the khlysty
khlysti having recently read considerably about the utah
cormons in the popular media they asked their followers questions
based mormons
mormons
Mor mons why direct all
such as why all the attention to the american cormons
mormons
your disgust and condemnation toward them we have our own cormons
right here in russia for example just look at the depraved khlysti
khlysty all
mormons
following such exhortaMor
mons
mormons48
around you theyre
they re our russian cormons
mormons
khlysty groups became branded as cormons
tions gradually some khlysti
Mormons a
highly pejorative term villagers could have referred to their seemingly
cormons
fanatical or aberrant religious neighbors as khlysti
Mor mons but
khlysty or as mormons
the term mormon had the advantage of being foreign hence possessing a
starker semantic field of that which is alien frightening and evil over
time villagers apparently came to realize mormon could serve as a generic
term for many dissident individuals or groups thereby obviating the need
to identify them by specific name
kovalenko and riabinovichs explanation seems plausible since
khlysty in particulatter day saints may have come to be associated with khlysti
lar because of all the russian dissenting religions the khlysti
khlysty were the
most infamously associated with sexual deviancy this widely varied
the
of
ofthe
movement had other facets as well that could cause russians to think odthe
latter day saints upon closer examination however the similarities
between latter day saints and khlysti
khlysty seem superficial and the differences
more fundamental
according to the still often consulted S V bulgakov a runaway soldier
Filip
khlysty movement that at first existed
filippov
pov founded the khlysti
named danilo filippon
within the russian orthodox church but was later expelled in the late
pov began his ministry by claiming the spirit ofgod
filippon
filippov
16oos
of god almighty
i6oos 49 Filip
filippov
filippon
pov announced his assistant ivan
now inhabited his body soon Filip
suslov had become filled with jesus christs spirit suslov s wife became
the receptacle for the mother of god and twelve followers housed the spirits of the twelve new testament apostles many other adherents spiritually
became the holy ghost and the ancient prophets while the office of ofapostle
apostle
and a belief in the return of ancient scriptural figures are central to latter
day saint belief any idea of a spiritual in dwelling of deceased persons in
the living is alien to latter day saint theology
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unlike latter day saints who believe the human soul is incomplete
without a physical body a body that should be respected khlysty
khlysti followed
a dualistic theology in which the body is inherently and inalterably evil
they were said to practice mortification of the flesh by among other ways
lashing themselves with switches during worship hence the nickname
khlysty
lants given them by russian orthodox priests again the
khlysti Flagel
flagellants
role of orthodox priests in applying nicknames to religious minorities
appears while latter day saints require marriage for the highest level of
salvation tend to have large families and regard the fall as a fortunate event
unrelated to sexual sin the khlysty
khlysti rejected marriage believing adam fell
through sexual sin children were unavoidably born in sin and despised as
shameful proof of parental guilt khlysty
khlysti paralleled latter day saints in
abstaining from alcohol tobacco tea and coffee but went further in tending
to refuse meat especially pork as well as sugar onions garlic and potatoes
most memorably and sensationally bulgakov continues at their meetings khlysti
radenie
khlysty were said to practice striving or rejoicing radenic
ra denie 50 at
these sessions one of their number was posted to prevent any outsiders
adhe
from entering candles or if the adherents
adherants
rants were in the forest campfires
camp fires
were lit then rejoicing began and manifested itself in many forms such as
walking shuffling dancing hopping or whirling around and around in a
circle alone in pairs or as a large group holding hands while singing and
praying ever more ecstatically as they felt the holy ghost descend upon
radenic most talked about and condemned were the
them but the form of radenie
times khlysti
khlysty reportedly became so physically aroused and overcome with
the holy spirit that having extinguished the candle or fire they collapsed
sval
svafnyi
nyl
nyi
exhausted into a heap and engaged in random sexual activity aval
grekh
grech according to the reports children born from these encounters were
believed to be of the holy spirit and hence acceptable despite occasional
manifestations of spiritual gifts primarily in the nineteenth century
latter day saint services have historically been sedate and devoid of any
kind of ofworship
worship practice that might be regarded as sensational or ecstatic
bulgakov concludes his article on the khlysti
khlysty by reporting from
the end of the nineteenth century and especially during the last decade the
khlysty have begun to come under the influence of rationalist sects
khlysti
molokans and especially the Stundis
ts and also the Tolstoy
ans
namely the Molokans
stundists
tolstoyans
and to break into various persuasions bulgakov then lists ten of these
mormons
cormons
persuasions the second ofwhich
of which are the mormons151
Mormons 51 by which he appar
alpar
mormons
Mormons
antly
ently means not latter day saints but a group called samara cormons
mormons
bulgakov claims the sect arose in the 1840s
Mormons also prac
i84os these cormons
ticed
ticel ra denie sometimes partially unclothed polurazdetye
polurazdaye those who
mormons
became samara cormons
Mormons had to swear an oath to keep their rites secret
and to obey no one and no authority but the living god their leader
mormons
Mormons did eat meat however and they reportedly practiced
these cormons
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polygamy otherwise they led a disciplined and abstemious life bulgakov
proizvovnoe
noe given to this group
claims the name mormon is arbitrary proizvol
mormons they allow polygamy52
simply because like the american cormons
polygamy52
confusion about unusual family arrangements is a key factor in the
3353
1153
53
historically
practice of calling indigenous russian groups mormon 1353
when people have engaged in arrangements other than monogamous marriage as a matter of religious principle outsiders often mistake disciplined
observance for excessive libertinism according to eugene clay an american specialist in the history of russian religious sects many unrelated
radenic may not have hapkhlysty and sexual radenie
groups came to be called khlysti
khlysty russians
pened at all except in the suspicious imaginations ofnon
ofton khlysti
who could not believe the christ believers extraordinary commitment to
khlysty sexual ra denie if it even happened is only superficially
celibacy 54 khlysti
similar to and uninfluenced by latter day saint plural marriage which
involved establishing households after the example of biblical patriarchs
contemporaneous non mormon observers oflatter
of latter day saint plural marriage found it to follow and even exceed restrained victorian norms in
of wives a man was allowed to marry 55
every respect except in the number ofwives
khlysty and latter day saints appear to
the deepest similarities between khlysti
lie in a shared negative public perception rather than in similar theology
and practice
A more substantial latter day saint similarity to some khlysty
khlysti
groups a belief in scripture in addition to the bible sheds light on still
circulating reports of people having heard of or even seen a large manukhlysty
script pre ipso russian edition of the book of mormon 56 the khlysti
revered their book of life commandments as scripture and clandestinely
circulated hand transcribed copies 57 the book of life commandments
collected sacred hymns and sayings of khlysti
khlysty leaders but its believing
readers never claimed it was an ancient scriptural record like the book of
cormons
mormon however if the khlysti
Mormons then people
khlysty were called mormons
referring to the khlystys
khlysty
khlysti s book could have referred to the mormon book
mormona
ofmormon in russian while rare
Mor mona which is book of mormon
0or K
nkniga
iga cormona
copies of the book of life commandments still exist to our knowledge no
one in our day has ever been able to produce any indigenous book entitled
the book of mormon nor do the rumors of such books contain any
details that might suggest a relationship to the latter day saints book of
mormon even such unforgettable events as ancient israelites sailing to
america or christ appearing to these people after his resurrection
khlysty have continued into contemporary times but much like
the khlysti
the shakers in america with whom parallels seem much more apparent
18
cormons
they have lost much of their earlier vigor and numMormons 58
than with mormons
bers 59 the use of the term mormon to refer to khlysty
khlysti related groups and
khlysty has proven to be more
even groups apparently not related to the khlysti
tenacious than the groups themselves
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three contemporary case studies of
localized usage of the term mormon
Morm oif

our

fieldwork provided ethnographic data to corroborate the two
main points of kovalenko and riabinovichs explanation that russian
mormons
cormons
Mor mons are historically related to khlysty
khlysti and that mormon has been
used as an epithet for indigenous russian religious groups due to russian
Bogda novka orenburg
bogdanovska
familiarity with certain mormon stereotypes in bogdanovka
and mekhzavod the residents are familiar with the term mormon but use
it with distinct local nuances
bogdanovska
Bogda novka in a village just over a hundred kilometers from samara
bogdanovka
lives vasilii stepanovich safronova
Safro
safronov
nov a self identified molokan
holokan born in 1914
fig 2 safronova
Safro nov attended several mormon worship services as a youth
safronov
he recalled that a guard would be posted at the window to warn of
unwanted guests the worshipers present would sing take turns reading
from the bible and pray repeating sequences over and over at great length
their worship service as he demonstrated included the adherents circling around the room while holding hands and rhythmically shuffling
their feet as they continued to sing and entreat god at times falling on their
knees to pray after a long time they might remove a few articles of clothing in order to feel cooler more singing praying and circling the room
wor shippers would fall to the floor exhausted and
would follow finally the worshippers
Safro
exclaim bukh
safronov
nov s meaning was unclear
ukh du du du several times safronova
bukh in russian means spirit a word often reported as occurring in
but dukh
khlysty chants their candle or campfire might then be extinguished
khlysti
and the participants would rest for a while then the worshippers would
arise and continue their praying singing and circling
cormons
Mor mons wor
Safro
safronova
nov s detailed description indicates these mormons
safronov
cormons
shipped in a way similar to the khlysty
khlysti and were likely samara mormons
Mormons
safronova
Safro
lovich ovchinniakov
mikhailovich
safronov
nov and other villagers such as nikolai Mikhai
cormons
and the village administrator said there had been many mormons
Mormons and
Safro
Molo
kans in the village in the past safronova
safronov
molokans
nov and ovchinniakov suggested
that fairly often people in the past switched from one faith to the other
generally at the time of marriage bogdanovkans
Bogdanov kans also suggested that the
groups often became blended sharing doctrines and practices only a handcormons
Mor mons now remain in this village
molokans
kans and no mormons
ful of old Molo
cormons
Bogda novka mormons
bogdanovska
Mormons are barely remembered
orenburg while in bogdanovka
cormons
as a part of community history in the city of orenburg mormons
Mormons are a
widely discussed controversial topic everywhere people told us mor
mons were bandits hooligans racketeers or mafia best to be
cormons
avoided they are probably the best known group of russian mormons
Mormons
today employees at a mormon owned store named Stanich
nyi meaning
stanichnyi
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Safro nov in front of his house in bogdanovka
FIG 2 vasilii stepanovich safronova
safronov
Bogda novka vilbogdanovska
Safro nov visited indigenous mormon services
safronov
lage russia As a child safronova

belonging to a cossack village fig 3 directed us to the ivan ivanovich
zhabin
chabin home in the mormon part of town there we met tatiana
ivan s wife who smiled and seemed surprised anymikhaflovna
Mikhai lovna chabina
zhabina ivans
mikhailovna
mikhal
one would want to talk to her she said her husband the leader of the
Sofi evka about
extended family group had gone to his ancestral village at sofievka
two hundred kilometers away she laughed out loud when we explained
cormons
that we were interested in indigenous russian mormons
Mormons she apparently
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had heard the term applied to her people before but found it amusing
tatiana said her family is all russian orthodox but they do not drink alcohol smoke or use profane language she did not know why others call her
mormons
family cormons
zhabin family do not ever refer to themselves
Mormons but the chabin
in this manner she explained they are of a cossack group kazachestvo living in a cossack village st anitsa she said we might obtain additional
information next door by talking with her husbands brother and business
partner aleksandr ivanovich we found aleksandr his wife daughter and
her husband in their well appointed kitchen and dining area aleksandr
odthe
born in 1958 did most ofthe
of the speaking
aleksandr explained he did not know why people call his family mor
mons other than the fact that the zhabins abstain from alcohol and tobacco
according to his recollection people have been classifying them as such since
the late 19705 aleksandr and his family were unfamiliar with joseph smith
mormons being
or the book of mormon but he had heard of american cormons
driven out of their homes and of their migration to the west he knew
there now are latter day saint missionaries in orenburg but expressed a
preference to not establish contact with them he did not know anything
cormons
Mormons or mormon groups in other cities or villages
about samara mormons
like his sister in law he explained that his people are cossacks or historically
tori cally independent and free russians who refused to become serfs ivan

in orenburg russia called mormon by other villagers
chabin family s store m
zhabm
the zhabin
orthodox
zhabins are actually russian Ort
hodo their clan may have been conflated with
orthodo

FIG 3

the

dose knit hardworking and well to do
latter day saints because the zhabins are seen as close
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ivanovich is a cossack ataman leader of a village or tribe ivan and aleksandr are two of eight children their father was a strict disciplinarian
teaching the family to work hard be abstemious and care for each other
any child who violated family standards was punished for example by
being compelled to cut river ice in the bitter cold kostia the son
in law
soninlaw
said the power of family example keeps the third generation children in
line you see the benefits of the lifestyle he said the benefits include not
only good health but also involvement in lucrative family financial activities
aleksandr and ivan came to orenburg in the late 19705 and obtained a
vocational education as chauffeurs initially they both drove taxis their
father meanwhile helped them obtain a rundown
run down but private home on
the outskirts of town in the area in which they still live they remodeled
this home and sold it for a profit then they purchased and repaired two
gorbachevs
more homes selling those profitably and buying more during gorbacheva
evs
Gorbach
perestroika
pere stroika it became possible to begin a private construction business
which they were well poised to do they were energetic visionary and
capable business mushroomed the zhabins now have purchased or built
several homes apartment complexes and gasoline stations own oil wells
and are ever expanding into other businesses
aleksandr said his family is attempting to regenerate their ancestral
villages which formerly had about a thousand farms in recent years they
have built a flour mill a meat processing plant a macaroni plant a bread
factory and produce storage facilities they also provide fuel for farm
machinery and have reconstructed one of the two former russian orthodox village churches the kazan mother of god under the communists
the church was used to store grain and was finally torn down in the 19705
aleksandr seemed forthright and unrestrained he did not seem reluctant
to speak or appear to dissemble
strangely it was only after our interview with the zhabin
chabin family that
cormons
Mor mons more nuanced
we began to hear assessments of the orenburg mormons
and complex than the initial reports of straightforward criminality these
themselves
reports meshed with the general picture the zhabins painted of ofthemselves
and added more details several taxi drivers and academics said the mor
mons are hardworking close knit and wealthy they take care of one
another s needs and resolve their own problems several informants
observed that the family has had some problems keeping their youth in line
with their health code and keeping them from acting like tough guy outlaws but these problems have generally been resolved within the family
several times we heard comments along the lines of some people say
mormons are criminals but 1I say if everyone in russia were like them the
the cormons
country would be much better off
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crime and wealth are seen as virtually inseparable in most contemporary russians minds in colloquial russian speech an ataman means a
robber or gang leader as well as a cossack leader the word businessman
biz nesman in russian also has a pejorative connotation the russian
biznesman
term mafia is often loosely applied to anyone who is wealthy like mormon mafia is also an example of a word being re applied from its original
context to refer to a somewhat similar but historically unconnected group
cormons
in another country while the orenburg mormons
Mormons are sometimes called
mafia the term is usually used to refer to the new russians or new rich
of the post soviet era our most knowledgeable informants made a dismormons
Mor mons new russians and organized
tinction between orenburg cormons
crime they suggested that most new russians have become much more
mormons who form
Mormons
entangled with criminal organizations than the cormons
only a small minority of the wealthy people in orenburg we do not know
to what degree the zhabins are actually honest or dishonest in business
such distinctions are difficult to make in the constantly shifting murky
of the twenty first century russian economy the orenburg mor
waters odthe
ofthe
mons probably operate within the complex system of russian law when
possible but work around laws they consider unnecessary or foolish they
have established for themselves what could be called a tacitly sovereign
autonomous zone where they operate according to their own moral but
clannish set of imperatives 60
often an informant emphasized that there is no other group in orencormons
cormons
Mormons many orenburg residents felt the mormons
Mormons
burg quite like the mormons
were a fascinating and peculiar social phenomenon however the further
cormons
away one gets from intimate interaction with the orenburg mormons
Mormons or
the more one is suspicious of their success the easier it is to misplace them
into other ready made social categories some conflate them with the
mafia others conflate them with latter day saints A recent book entitled
To Piatti
ToVi
annl
anni
tomiatti
toviatti
religious organizations of topiatti
atti by russian scholar of religion vadim
riatti
cormons
bakunin
iakunin makes this mistake in a chapter on mormons
lakunin
Mormons he gives a brief
overview of latter day saint history and doctrine and then discusses the
cormons
Mor mons without realizing he
capitalist undertakings of the orenburg mormons
cormons
has shifted from latter day saints to russian mormons
Mormons

cormons operate they are very active in attempting
essentially everywhere mormons
cormons
odthe
of the country thus in orenburg mormons
to become integrated in the life ofthe
are acquiring stocks in enterprises producing natural gas entire buildings in
new housing developments and infrastructure they also position their
cormons in russia is
people in local governmental agencies the work of mormons
carried out in strictest secrecy thus virtually nothing is known of their real
goals and kinds of activity in our country 61
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we found no evidence that the zhabins were ever anything but russian orthodox or that they ever engaged in unusual sexual arrangements
although they have a tight family clan organization that might be called
unusual in contemporary russia it is possible that among their ancestors
there may have been people involved with or confused for members of
mons groups known to have historically been
mormon
religious dissident Mor
prominent in the orenburg area 62 more likely as alexandr believes the
zhabins are called mormon today because of the second more recent
popular perception of latter day saints as hardworking self supporting
tight knit disciplined wealthy builders of a heaven on earth common
reports in orenburg seem to indicate enough familiarity with late twentieth
century latter day saint stereotypes to draw this parallel and apply the
nickname mormon to the zhabins
mekhzavod another quite unusual variant usage of the term mormon can be found in the mekhzavod fur factory suburb on the outskirts of samara this village of small but well kept private homes is a
remarkable haven for religious diversity russian orthodox old believers
als and almost certainly others live side
licals pentecostals
evangelicals
Molo kans Evange
molokans
Pentecost
by side in close proximity such concentrated diversity is unusual for russia paul steeves an american scholar of russian religious history suggests
that the whole samara region experienced a period in its history somewhat
like western new york did in the early 18oos
i8oos hence it still displays features
of having once been a burnt over district that produced and attracted
innovative and diverse forms of religious enthusiasm 63 mekhzavod is an
extreme example of this tendency within the samara region
many samarano
samarans
Sa marans and local latter day saint missionaries unfamiliar
with the extent of mekhzavods diversity have claimed that many secretive
mormons
cormons
Mor mons live in the area when asking mekhzavod residents about
the location of possible members of nontraditional faiths we referred to
mormons
licals cormons
als each
kans old believers Evange
Molo
evangelicals
molokans
Mor mons and pentecostals
Pentecost
mormons would not stand out the large majority of the approxitime so cormons
mately three dozen people we spoke with ignored the other suggestions
mormons
and replied that cormons
Mormons do live in the village many pointed out
houses down the street or around the corner where they thought mor
mons lived the occupants of the indicated mormon houses clearly
identified themselves as russian orthodox old believers Molokans
molokans
licals or pentecostals
mormons
als but never claimed to be cormons
evangelicals
Mor mons often
Evange
Pentecost
people would say something like 1 I am not a mormon but the person in
that house around the corner is at the indicated house we only heard
again 1 I am not a mormon but the person in that house down the street
might be yurii the man most often referred to as a mormon was actually
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the local pastor of an american style nondenominational evangelical
christian group yurii was out of town but we met his family and observed
visiting pastors from america we also spoke with a local member ofyuriis
church the vehicle and head of this follower were adorned with such
unmistakably american pop evangelical paraphernalia as an english
language go with jesus hes 1 bumper sticker and a you are always a
winner with jesus christ baseball hat this group was clearly neither
mormons
Mormons nor latter day saints
indigenous samara cormons
we could discern no special reason for people to claim to be of ofanother
another
mormons
Mor mons all would have had
nontraditional faith if they really were cormons
disclosing their affiliation
comparable reasons under the soviets to be wary of ofdisclosing
apparently the villagers used the term mormon to identify any unknown
religious other for them mormon had become a generic term now
but implying someone who is devout possibly clan
largely pejorative
nonpejorative
non
destine peculiar and not one of us
however the fact that mekhzavod residents were very familiar with
the term mormon while others in the samara region were much less so did
mormons
seem to indicate that some group called cormons
Mormons may have once lived
there in surrounding villages we were mostly told there are no mor
mons here one woman in nearby starosemeikino
staroserneikino said she knew a
mormon
but took us to a baptists house another said go to mekhzavod
mormonbut
mormons there despite our success in speaking with
there are lots of cormons
many people from formerly suppressed religious groups one mekhzavod
man who owned a building rumored to be a mormon church fig 4
which he denied told us he felt sorry for us he explained our task would
mormons
be very difficult since cormons
Mor
mons would be reluctant to tell us about their
religion because they had been oppressed in the past another resident
mormons here but the mor
kans and cormons
molokans
explained there are both Molo
mons will not let you come to their meetings this secrecy would be
mormons
Mor mons or khlysty
expected of samara cormons
khlysti
cormons
our efforts to meet mekhzavods mormons
Mor mons proved fruitless but the
recollections of dan jones one of the first latter day saint missionaries in
samara suggest we may have missed something elder joness missionary
journal entries reflect his focus on proselytizing at the time and mention little
mormons
we talked with them about
cormons
Mor monssWe
more than we then went to visit the mormonswe
Mormon
gasn
the church for a while and then decided it wasio
wasn t worth it to go out there 64
waslo
wasia
jones remembers that in may 1993 when russian curiosity about
things western and religious was still high a small group of people from
mormons
mekhzavod called cormons
Mormons sought him out to discuss religious matters
mormony
jones recalls they did call themselves mormone
Mor mony but im not really clear
as to whether they originally called themselves that or if they adopted the
name that others gave them 65 only after listening to the missionaries
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avod
abod showing a building rumored to be a mormon
mekh7
mekhzavod
of mekho

meetinghouse

cormons
Mormons reluctantly explain that their religion had a
message did the mormons
leader or chief was strictly off limits to outsiders and did not proselytize
even members own children were not told of their faith until they were
initiated into its absolutely secret practices some of their group opposed
delegation s decision to contact the latter day saint missionaries in
the delegations
meeting with jones these mekhzavod mormon delegates showed little
interest in the book of mormon or joseph smith but were keen to know
about secret latter day saint temple ceremonies of course jones could
not give them the details that they wanted and they left reluctant to make
any further appointments eventually jones stopped visiting them his is
the only known detailed firsthand account of meeting known mor
mons in mekhzavod people who were probably descendants of samara
1166
66
mormons
cormons
jones received the impression that the delegation may have
Mor mons 0766
been hoping to fill in gaps in their understanding of their own religion or
to find information that may have been lost over the years however they
quickly concluded that the latter day saint missionaries were not adherents of the same faith and decided to have nothing more to do with them
ofviey
cormons
apparently from the point ofview
of view of these mekhzavod mormons
Mormons latter
cormons
day saint missionaries represented the other mormons
Mormons
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conclusions

these three case studies show a variety of ways the term mormon is
used in contemporary russia local understandings of grave markers in a
cemetery near mekhzavod illuminate several broader issues of representacormons
Mormons in
tion and misinterpretation concerning Rus
sias indigenous mormons
dussias
russias
this cemetery along with the predominant russian orthodox crosses and
abstract geometric soviet era markers are found many perhaps more than
a hundred triangle capped crosses the mormon crosses mentioned in
elder scotts report see fig 1i indeed the surnames on these crosses can
mormons
be found among the mekhzavod residents identified as cormons
Mormons however two sextone
sextons and the cemetery director the latter a practicing old
believer all confirmed that a peaked roof cross indicates an old believer
grave the rogozhskoe cemetery in moscow at the spiritual center of old
Believer
believerdom
dom contains similar triangular crosses almost exclusively fig 5
A priest on duty confirmed that peaked crosses are distinctively old
believer but ascribed no special significance or function to the design
except perhaps to keep water off
it is not clear how old believer crosses in mekhzavod came to be called
mormon crosses perhaps the local penchant for identifying as mormon anything religiously unfamiliar is responsible whatever the reason

peaked roof crosses in moscows
Mos cows rogozhskoe cemetery these crosses indicate
believers
graves of old Be
hevers not latter day saints
FIG
FM 5
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odthe
of the
latter day saint missionaries have interpreted these crosses as a sign ofthe
existence of long lost mormon cousins in russia it may seem ironic that
latter day saints who do not use crosses have interpreted a peculiar cross
as a sign of mormonness
Mor monness however the mormon cross looks less
slike than traditional crosses and could be interpreted as the syncretic
crossline
crosslike
cros
accommodation of a religious group trying to survive underground or
ofmekhzavods mormon crosses could also be interpreted as a
the story of
mekhzavods
symbolic reminder of the ease with which artifacts historical significance
can be misinterpreted
tania rands lyons suggests that the latter day saints long curiosity
about russia speculation about the whereabouts ofthe
odthe
of the lost ten tribes and
the legacy of the cold war have made russia into a vast screen onto which
some latter day saint imaginations project wondrous speculations 67 such
suggestions may be true however it was not any naive gullibility or theological agendas on the part of american missionaries that originated the
widespread latter day saint folk belief in secret russian latter day saints
such a belief came from a quite reasonable process of deduction when
confronted with solid evidence and firsthand reports provided by native
russians of people who do not smoke or drink who worship separately or
in secret who might have additional scripture and who are called mor
mons by their neighbors the simplest explanation would seem to be that
long lost religious cousins had been found the problem arises not from
gullibility but from missionaries focused range of language proficiency
and lack of time to explore esoteric cultural background knowledge even
lakunin
non latter day saint informed expert observers such as vadim Ia
john noble and scholars of russian religion have assumed russian mor
mons and latter day saints are the same or are historically related
the russian mormon phenomenon ultimately has less to do with
latter day saints in the past or present than it has to do with the way
images and information about minority religions circulate in local settings
in a modernizing world popular media reports in russia fictional misrepresentation
resen tation by doyle clumsily subtitled movies and orthodox and communist interference with communication in general and discourse about
religion in particular all these have provided local russian communities
with the opportunity to work out peculiar shared understandings of the
term mormon that meet their particular needs for most russians mormon has meant little or nothing it is an insignificant linguistic resource
for others it has meant something vaguely distant religiously subversive
and negative for others in special historical and geographic circumstances mormon has been a nickname sometimes interchangeable with
khlysti old
others referring to particular groups such as latter day saints khlysty
believers and tee totaling cossacks usage has varied from place to place
and time to time
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As a more unfettered media culture emerges in

russia the complexity

of the geographically diverse usage of the term mormon will likely undergo
further adaptation local folk usages may work their way into print and
television which will in turn influence how local usages develop vadim
mormons
Ia
Mormons and the church
lakunins mistake of assuming the orenburg cormons
of jesus christ of latter day saints are one and the same gives a new nuance
to the term mormon that may or may not be picked up elsewhere in russia
often when russians use mormon they are not referring to latter
day saints but may not realize this these findings shed new light on the
provocative statements made several years ago by the then politically emer1168
68
mormons slime and mold 3368
gent general alexandr lebed who called cormons
Rus
sias
dussias
these statements raised concern in the american media about russias
fragile religious freedoms but to whom did the general intend to refer and
how clear in his mind were the distinctions between the various kinds of
mormons
cormons
Mormons in his own country

summary

this study presents

of the shifting semantic domain of the
term mormon in contemporary russia perhaps the simplest way of describing what we have found is that some russians especially those in
mekhzavod are using the term mormon in a way somewhat similar but
more focused and varied to the way latter day saints once used the term
gentile if the tenacious hold of columbus s misapplication of the word
a picture

indian can serve as a guide mormon may well retain multiple meanings in
russia indefinitely
however the inherent limitations of this project should qualify any of
its conclusions there are 140 million people eleven time zones and thousands of isolated villages in russia very likely there are meanings and uses
11
of the term mormon in russia still unknown to westerners 69
future
morresearch may yet reveal actual hand transcribed copies of the book ofmor
odmor
of
Lind elofs who display clear historical
lindelofs
mon and people in addition to the lindeloff
and doctrinal connections to latter day saints however until that happens the borrowing of a term inspired by popular stereotypes of marginal
religious groups rather than the clandestine expansion and rediscovery of a
lost branch of latter day saint religion best explains the ongoing use of the
term mormon to refer to russians who are not members of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints

eric A eliason eric eliasonbyuedu is a folklorist and assistant professor of
english at brigham young university and gary browning gary browningbyuedu
mYoung university earlier versions ofthis
is professor of ofrussian
brigham young
orthis
of this paper were
russlan at brighamyoung
russian
Brigha
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